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Spell Bee - Winter (Each Question is 1 Mark)
Section name for questions 1-8: Word
Champ

6. Choose the correct word for the blank
in the given sentence:
_________ was a snake on the floor.

1. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Ach_ _ _ _
a. eive
c. eeve

a. Their
c. There

b. ieve
d. eiev

7. Choose the correct word for the blank
in the given sentence:
This was an opportunity that he would
_________.

2. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Ang_ _ _ _
a. iush
c. uish

a. embarrass
c. embrase

b. iues
d. uies

b. point
d. poem

4. In which option are the given words
arranged in alphabetical order?
1. accomplish
2. accurate
3. achieve
a. 321
c. 231

a. 2 and 6
c. 1 and 4

b. 1 and 7
d. 3 and 7

Section name for questions 9-16: Spell
Spies

b. 213
d. 123

9. Choose the incorrectly spelt word:

5. In which option are the given words
arranged in alphabetical order?
1. coastal
2. century
3. complaint
a. 213
c. 123

b. embrace
d. embarace

8. Choose the correct option:
If you join _______ and ______, you
will get the name of an oven.
1. coffee
2. micro
3. cook
4. maker
5. blend
6. wave
7. frier

3. Which of the following words cannot be
made using the letters in the given
word?
Appointment
a. motion
c. mention

b. Thier
d. They're

a. Entertainment
c. Accept

b. Except
d. Enterance

10. Choose the incorrectly spelt word:
a. Gauge
c. Genre

b. 321
d. 231

b. Fronteir
d. Ignite

11. Choose the option with no spelling
errors:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

fragile, gauze, destribute, critical
survive, genre, geometry, freequent
tribute, threaten, temporary, swirl
weary, absence, victory, ventre

Section name for questions 17-20: Sound
Check
17. Which of the following words has the
'eve' sound as in achieve?

12. Choose the option with no spelling
errors:

a. Sleeve
c. Wave

a. bandana, aniversary, awful, beauty
b. apointment, barbecue, boundary,
casual
c. chamber, dispenser, dissappointed,
except
d. expand, famine, genre, ignition

18. Which of the options rhymes with the
word in bold?
I'm not convinced the reports
are accurate.
a. Passionate
c. Laminate

13. Choose the misspelt word in the given
sentence:
The singer has promised to refund any
dissappointed fans.
a. Promised
c. Refund

b. Dissappointed
d. Singer

a. Salary
c. Hurry

a. empty: full
c. tye: untie

a. Bough
c. Brow

21. Which option can be filled in the blanks
to make a meaningful word?
N_ _ _hty

b. always: never
d. begin: end

a. aou
c. aug

b. public: private
d. enter: exist

b. aig
d. aeg

22. Which option can be filled in the blanks
to make a meaningful word?
Co_ _tal
a. us
c. es
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b. How
d. Burrow

Section name for questions 21-26:
Spellacadabra

16. Choose the pair which has a spelling
error:
a. difficult: easy
c. above: below

b. Gallery
d. Calorie

20. Which of the following words does not
rhyme with the given word?
Allow

b. Interpret
d. Toddlers

15. Choose the pair which has a spelling
error:

b. Cabinet
d. Doctorate

19. Which of the following words does not
rhyme with the given word?
Boundary

14. Choose the misspelt words in the given
sentence:
The research foccused on how parents
interpret the behaviour of their
toddlers?
a. Foccused
c. Behaviour

b. Naïve
d. Waive
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d. os
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23. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Di_ _er
a. ff
c. ss

word:
KIECSL
123456

b. ll
d. kk

a. 5 2 4 1 6 3
c. 6 5 4 3 2 1

24. Choose the option in which the
following letters will fit in the given
order:
o, i
a. cr_t_cal
c. cl_ss_cal

30. What is the meaning of the word that
can be formed from the given letters?
dgnaer
a. A building having a collection of
books, magazines, etc.
b. A part of building which has its own
floor and walls
c. An area of land where you can
grow flowers, fruits, etc.
d. A painting or drawing, etc. that
shows a scene, a person or thing

b. cr_ok_d
d. c_nv_nce

25. From which option does a letter need
to be removed to make a meaningful
word?
a. accompplish
c. appetizer

b. accurate
d. appliances

31. What is the meaning of the word that
can be formed from the given letters?
crtood

26. From which option does a letter need
to be removed to make a meaningful
word?
a. Chlorophyll
c. Celeberation

a. A person who makes wooden
structures
b. A person who plants trees
c. A person whose job is to look after
plants
d. A person who has been trained in
medical science

b. Confirmation
d. Dispenser

Section name for questions 27-31: Jumble
Tumble
27. Choose the option in which the letters
can be rearranged to form a
meaningful word:
a. riepcu
c. qrasau

b. 3 5 2 6 4 1
d. 1 5 4 2 3 6

Section name for questions 32-36:
Pictospell
32. Choose the most appropriate word for
the given image:

b. egami
d. orulob

28. Which option has letters that you can
rearrange to form a word related to
shape of something?
a. ltef
c. dnoer

b. qrasau
d. rcelic

a. Plants
c. Vegetables

29. Choose the correct sequence of the
jumbled letters to form a meaningful
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b. Leaves
d. Greenary

33. Choose the most appropriate word for
the given image:
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Section name for questions 37-40: Word
Fusion

a. Angry
c. Anguish

37. Which of the given options can be
added to the following to make a new
word?
Down ________

b. Panic
d. Boredom

a. por
c. pore

34. Choose the option which is the
synonym of what the image shows:

b. poar
d. pour

38. Which of the given options can be
added to the following to make a new
word?
Geo_________

a. Large
c. Tiny

a. metry
c. metre

b. Invisible
d. Fruit

39. Which of the given options can be
added to the word in bold to make a
new word?
I saw the long shadows
my eye______ cast on my cheek..

35. Choose the option which is the
antonym of what the image shows:

a. lases
c. lashes
a. Hungry
c. Sick

b. Full
d. Little

b.

c.

d.
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b. lasses
d. lashess

40. Which of the given options can be
added to the word in bold to make a
new word?
The glass shattered like
an egg_______ and blew away.

36. Which of the following has three vowel
in its spelling?

a.

b. metrey
d. mtery

a. shall
c. cell
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b. shell
d. sell
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Answer Key
1. b
11. c
21. c
31. d

2. c
12. d
22. b
32. b

3. a
13. b
23. a
33. d

4. d
14. a
24. d
34. c
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5. a
15. c
25. a
35. b

6. c
16. d
26. c
36. a
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7. b
17. a
27. b
37. d

8. a
18. b
28. d
38. a

9. d
19. c
29. a
39. c

10. b
20. d
30. c
40. b
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